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About This Game

SCXL is a minimalist rhythm game that puts you in a role of a battle commander to challenge your reaction and reflexes.

Key Features

 Potapon like combat

 Minimalist soundtrack

 Rhythm-based gameplay
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OS: Windows 8
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super commander xl

Outrunner is just another 1$ unpolished platformer.

It is slow, has a really poor level design, and the typical controls of a game made in one day. Surprisingly enough, the soundtrack
is enjoyable, though. It's basically enough to entertain a kindergartener.

Not much else to say here. I'll allow myself to say it belongs to what people call "garbageware", since the devs probably didn't
mean it to be any more than that. Otherwise, there wouldn't be trading cards, 90% coupons and tons of achievements.

Not judging, nobody's forced to play this anyway.. So I could not get this game or any of the samantha swift bundle to run on
any laptops running windows 8.1 or 8.1 pro...I finally got it to run on the only laptop left running windows 8. WHat was
frustrating is that it would say it was running and I could see it in task manager but nothing ever showed up. So far since I finally
have it running on windows 8 it is a decent little game with plenty of hidden objects and some storyline, nothing elaborate..kind
of a jump from here to there and find things and quick put this together...if you are looking for an elaborate and involved
storyline and flow with the hidden objects game then this is not it..it's more like hidden object everywhere and oh by the way
yeah we need that to propel the story forward...also the hidden objects are slightly lame because they will be like bust 1 and bust
2 all in all can't complain for a decent discounted bundle except for the whole we don't support 8.1 would have been nice to
know before buying. Glad I still had a machine on an ealrier windows version.. while i think the game is a good good with a
great concept, it doesn't have the player base. Also it doesn't have any singleplayer which would be very helpful for a game with
no players.. nice game brings back childhood memory of those skybox 80's rpgs enemy's emensly hard at 2nd dungeon and need
high quality and priced sword or you will certaintly die but other than that actually really fun!. This ones great fun for the kids.
My 6 year old neice loves this game. I find this game mildly entertaining myself, its a little bit fun but definatly not my favorite
game on the vive. It has colorful graphics, a cute soundtrack, and its very simple to pick up and play. There are allot of stages to
go through but they all feel kinda the same, the difficulty slowly goes up as you move through the stages. If you like what you
see in the trailor id pick it up.. I managed to survive a bit longer than in the Awakened game. This is however as long as I'll go. I
consider it a waste of time.

- The world is empty, looks ugly,

- There are very few people around and those that have a role look like they've been taken from a parody. Their speech and
character are over the line, like they are in a theatre, and a bad one. The voice acting is worse than in the awakening.

- The solving of the puzzles is already boring and often counter-intuitive, but on top of all that, every x minutes, the game
throws at you a completely unrelated and boring task to perform. Go get a book from a store. Go get a (horse) cab. Ok now go
do that again. Why? The only place whereI can understand this beign a thing is during a tutorial.

- I've only encountered two types of puzzles (btw, if you are expecting some kind of deduction stuff from the newer SH game,
forget it, it's only puzzles and you are not making any decisions or deductions yourself). First one was what you would show to
6-year olds to see if their mental abilities are progressing as expected. The second type would be complete opposite, you either
have to be lucky to find a solution or check online.

- There are many frustrating thigs, from content and game mechanics point of view. For example a guy says his name and I
KNOW that it's a fake name, because it's a name that's closely related to Sherlock Holmes (I've done some research in the game,
I checked everything). And yet there is no option to doubt his words or to say he was the bad guy.

Detective game for 10-year olds.. Dismissed this when it first came out as a cheap 'VR cash-in', but I'm glad I revisted it. One of
the best Vive games at the moment, easily recommended.. The best tower defence game I've ever played. Layers of depth. Some
mazing (just enough for me). Loads of different units with various upgrade paths. So many skills and buffs you are bound to
find some unique ways to play.
So many maps and player created maps coming. (I'm prepping an Excel based map maker now)
Even the graphics end up being perfect. Not too big so you can see plenty of the map at once (a vital thing once things hot up) A
steal at this price for TD fans
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The Yawhg has a six week campaign that you spend investing charecters into buildings to up their stats, depending on how well
you do this is how well the town will survive afterwards. If your'e looking for a short game to play to get different results in the
end, play this. I don't think it's worth $10.. I've always heard of the Hindenburg disaster, but I never truly thought about the
mechanics of the airship. This title allows you access to every inch of the ship and even has models standing at their posts just
like a real crew would. Comprehending the complexity of maneuvering this machine was an amazing realization, and ultimately
increased the dread I felt putting myself in the shoes of the crew and passengers that were present during the disaster.

Excellent narrative gives you an incredible amount of info on the ship's history, operation and other cool info. There are other
experiences outside of the exploratory narrative. You can witness a reinactment of the disaster from ground view (very sobering
experience). You can stand alongside it in the hangar to get a sense of scale. You can even pilot a little RC Hindenburg. It does
some pretty unique stunts that I don't think the original crew could duplicate. :D. Short Review:

If you are a fan of survival horror, definitely give this title a chance to shine. Remember that this is an early access game,
contents are updated occasionally, but maybe delayed because they only a 2-man core team.

Game play mechanics are really similar to resident evil.

discord id: Zero '9376' skull. Again, this is a pretty good Hidden Object Puzzle Adventure. The puzzles are quite good and there
is good variety and interesting things to do (mini-puzzles) even within the Hidden Object Scenes. The story isn't bad, and the
animations are quite good. This would probably place in the top 25% of HOPAs.

The bonus chapter was also really good. It served as an epilogue to the main game and also had a couple references back to Lost
Lands: Dark Overlord. So I would suggest playing that one first, although I think "]Four Horsemen" is a slightly better game..
Doodle God is simple, accessible, and fun.. very hard to play just building 4 post took alot of time and alot of camera
adjustments very few tools to make building easier i love bridge building games and this one fustrates me like no other. The
ultimate gaming challenge. Do you have what it takes?. Athough this Open World game is Early Access and in only in Pre-
Alpha, you can still have a lot of fun with it.
The Devs are hot on combat mechanics and you have to earn your kills, not only by moves but also knowledge of which
particular weapon and weapon spells work best against each enemy type.
You play either in 1st ot 3rd person, changeable at the scroll of your mouse wheel, I find fighting easier in 3rd person with this
game.
There is very little "hand-holding" and you have to find out a lot of stuff by yourself, or cheat and go on the forums if you are
really stuck. Currently only one very large Island is available but it gives a good few hours of gameplay.
The graphics are pretty good and slated to get better, something I really like to hear. Crafting is high on the list for future
Updates as is mining. Check out the Liminal Games site for more info.. Relentlessly, unapologetically adorable. I was smiling
every second I played.
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